In a different direction Bishop [7] solved a functional equation by method of convergent iterations in order to construct families of disks with boundaries in a given C-R submanifold of C" of dimension bigger than n. These disks are small in the sense that they can be shrunk to a point in M . In the case when dim M = n he constructed such disks in a neighborhood of a point p E M for which the tangent space TM contains a nontrivial complex subspace. Several authors improved his results by working in different spaces of functions. Later Hill and Taiani [19] solved Bishop's equation using the implicit function theorem in Banach spaces. Very precise results in this direction were obtained by Kenig and Webster [20, 21] and Bogges and Pitts [8] . No such small disks can exist if At is a totally real submanifold of C" since M is then locally polynomially convex [17, p. 301] . However, if M is a compact maximal real submanifold of C", the polynomial hull M has topological dimension at least n 4-1 [2, 9, 14] , and the question arises whether the hull contains any images of analytic disks or, more generally, analytic varieties with boundaries in M. To our knowledge no counterexample is known.
Alexander [1] and Bedford [4] proved that the families of disks that form the topological boundary of the polydisk A' 1 are stable under small perturbations of the distinguished boundary (b A)" by solving a generalized Bishop's equation using the implicit function theorem. A similar method was used by Bedford and Gaveau, who ANALYTIC DISKS 3 defined the index of an analytic disk [6, p. 992] and constructed a family of nearby disks in a special case in order to compute the envelope of holomorphy of certain two-spheres in C 2 . In [5, Theorem 2.1] Bedford proved a weaker version of our Theorem 1 in the case when the index of the initial disk F° with boundary in M C C 2 is non negative, and he showed by an example that the initial disk may disappear under small perturbations of M in the case when the index is negative. Lempert also constructed a family of neighboring disks in a particular case [22] .
In this paper we obtain a rather complete description of analytic disks with boundary in M C C 2 near an original immersed disk F 9 . Our main tool is the implicit function theorem in Banach spaces, and our method is similar to the one used in [4, 5, 6] . We first define the index of a maximal real submanifold M C C" around any closed curve in M (Definition 1). In Section 2 we show that the index only depends on the homology class of the curve in M and it induces a homomorphism H^M -^-^ Z when M is orientable. Our index differs by one from the one used by Bedford and Gaveau in [5, 6] . Suppose that -F 0 is an immersed analytic disk with boundary in a submanifold M C C 2 of the form (1.1). If the index m of M around the curve F° (&A) is at least one, the analytic disks with boundary in M that are close to F° in some Lipschitz space form a (2m + 2)-parameter family that is stable under small smooth perturbations of M (Theorem 1). If m == 1, these disks form a Levi flat hypersurface 2 with boundary in M (Theorem 3). If m > 2, the disks fill an open subset of C 2 . If on the other hand m<0, every disk with boundary in M that is sufficiently close to F° in a Lipschitz space is just a reparametrization of the initial disk. Moreover, there is a one parameter family Afy^X), of deformations of M such that no disks with boundary in My for s > 0 are close to F° (Theorem 2).
As an application of our method we obtain a regularity theorem for immersed Levi flat hypersurfaces 2 in C 2 with boundary in a maximal real submanifold M in C 2 . If M is of class C^,^^^, \k -n then 2 is of class ---(Corollary 5). We also prove a strong uniqueness result for an embedded Levi flat hypersurface (Theorem 6).
F. FORSTNERIC
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we state our results. In Section 2 we analyze the properties of the index homomorphism. In Section 3 we obtain a normal form of the tangent bundle of M along the boundary of an analytic disk. In Sections 4 through 7 we prove the main results. Sections contains five examples.
I wish to thank Edgar Lee Stout for his helpful suggestions and for his interest in this work. I also thank the referee for his advice to make the proof of Theorem 6 independent of the rest of the paper.
Statement of the results.
Let M be a C 1 maximal real submanifold of C" and let F : bA --> M be a closed path in M such that the pullback F*TAf of the tangent bundle of M is a trivial bundle. Thus, there exist continuous maps X^, X^ , . . . , X^ : 6 A --> C" such that, for each ?^A, the vectors X^ (?), . . . , X^ (?) form a basis of the tangent space T^^Af. Let rf(?) be the determinant of the complex n x n matrix X(S) = (^ (?),..., X^ (?)). Since M is totally real at the point F(?), the vectors X^ (?),..., X^ (?) are linearly independent over C whence d (?) =^ 0. The nonvanishing function d : b A -> C\ {0} has a well-defined winding number W(rf) around the origin 0. If Y = (^ , . . ., VJ is another n-tuple of maps from bA to C" such that, for each ?G6A, the vectors Y^ (?),..., Y^ (?) form a basis of the tangent space T^^Af, there is a map A : bA --> GL(n , R) such that Y=AX on bA. Hence detV=detA del X and
Since det A is real-valued and nonvanishing on bA, its winding number equals 0 whence det Y and det X have equal winding numbers. This justifies the following definition: Theorem 2 gives a partial answer to a question raised by Bishop [7] : If M is a totally real submanifold of the form {(z ,/2 (z)) E C 2 |z E C} , where h : C -> C is a function of class C 4 . then the set of all simple closed curves 7: 6 A -> C of class C 172 such that the curve 6 -> F (6) == (7(0) ,h o 7 (0)) in 7b ounds an analytic disk in C 2 is a discrete subset of Cc^^A), provided that we identify two curves which differ only by an automorphism of A. To see this, observe that Indp M = 0 since r is contractible in M and apply Theorem 2.
In the case when the index of M along -F° is one, the next theorem implies that F° generates an immersed Levi flat hypersurface with boundary in M that is stable under small perturbations of M. A similar result was proved in [5] and [6] . In the case when M is the boundary of an embedded Levi flat hypersurface we obtain a stronger uniqueness result for analytic disks with boundary in M. . We omit the details.
One would also like to know the answer to this problem when F° : 6 A -> C" is an analytic disk with boundary in a maximal real C 2 submanifold M of C" for n>2. Suppose that there exist n linearly independent vector fields X^ , . . . , X^ : 6 A -> C" of class C 172 such that for each /G{l,...,7i} and 6 E R, we have^X^e 16 ) is tangent to M at F° (e 10 ), and b) the components of X. extend to holomorphic functions on A.
A straightforward generalization of our methods gives an (n -1)-parameter family of analytic disks with boundaries in M whose images are pairwise distinct (although not necessarily disjoint), and the family is stable under small C 2 perturbations of M. The precise number of parameters may be bigger than n -1 if Ind o M is at least two. On the other hand, if the maximal number of linearly independent vector fields satisfying (a) and (b) above is less than n, the initial disk F° may not be stable and there may be no nearby disks. (See Example 5 in Section 8.)
In conclusion we mention some open problems related to our discussion. It is well-known that if M is not smooth, the set M/M need not contain any positive dimensional varieties [26, 30] . However, if M is a smooth manifold, it seems that no counterex amples are known. Recently Alexander and Wermer [3] obtained rather precise description of the hull in special cases. See also [32, 33] . 
Properties of the index .
Let G=G(n) denote the Grassman manifold of oriented real -dimensional subspaces of C". If gEG, we choose n vectors X^ ,. . . , X^ in C" that form a positively oriented real orthonormal basis of g and denote by X == (X^ . . . ,X^) the complex n x n matrix whose columns are the vectors X.. We define
If Y ^ (Y^ . . . , 5^) is another positively oriented orthonormal basis of g, there is a real matrix A E SL(n , R) such that Y =AX whence detr=det.4 deiX==detX. Thus the formula (2.1) gives a well-defined map TT : G --> C. Its zero set consists of precisely those ^-dimensional subspaces of C" that contain a nontrivial complex subspace. In other words, G^=G\7r~1 {0} is the set of all oriented totally real ^-dimensional subspaces of C" .
The map TT induces a homomorphism of homology groups
immersion of an oriented n-dimensional manifold M to C" . By mapping each point p^M to the oriented /2-plane through 0 parallel to the tangent plane rfi(TpAf) we define a mapping i^'.M --> G. If the immersion i is totally real, the image L^ (M) is contained in the set G^y of the totally real ^2-planes, and we may compose the map Hi (i^) with the map (2.2) to obtain a homomorphism We shall extend the definition of index to maximal real immersed manifolds that are not necessarily orientable. Let G be the Grassman manifold of (nonoriented) real /^-planes in C" and let a : G --^ G be the two-to-one projection that forgets the orientation. Let r:C\{0} --> P 1 be the canonical projection onto the real projective space. If X^ , . . . , X^ is an orthonormal basis of a totally real /^-plane g^=-G, we define
This gives a well-defined map TT : G^ --^ P 1 , where G^ denotes the set of totally real /^-planes. Clearly we have r o TT = TT o a on G,,. 
U -> $ (U) C C" is a biholomorphic map on an open neighborhood U of F(bA) in C" and if g (z) = del d <S> (F (z)) for all z^bA,then
Proof. -Suppose first that M is orientable along F. Then 
If M is not orientable, we apply the same proof to the map z -> F(z 2 ). Lemma 7 is proved.
In the case when M is a compact orientable surface embedded in C 2 there is a close connection between the index and the topology of M. Following Bishop [7] we call a point p^M exceptional if the tangent space T M is a complex linear subspace of C 2 . Since the set of complex subspaces is thin in the set of all real 2-planes in C 2 through 0, a generic submanifold M 2 of C 2 will only have isolated exceptional points. If p G M is such an isolated exceptional point, there is a contractible neighborhood U of p in M such that U\ {p} is a totally real submanifold of C 2 . The natural orientation on the complex line TM induces in a natural way an orientation on U. Let F: bA -> U\ {p} be any simple closed curve that winds around p in the positive direction with respect to the chosen orientation on U.
DEFINITION 2. -If p is an exceptional point of M and if F is as above, we define the index of p to be the integer IndpM = IndyM.
Since IndpM only depends on the homology class of F in U\{p}, the index Ind M of p is well-defined. We may extend the definition of index to all points of M by letting IndpM = 0 if M is totally real at p . The definition of index can be extended in an obvious way to immersed submanifolds of C 2 that have only isolated exceptional points.
The following lemma shows how to compute the index of an isolated exceptional point in terms of a local parametrization of M. Proof. -The vectors
form a framing of TAf. By Definition 1 Indo M is the winding number of the determinant
around 0 which equals the winding number of 3^/3z~. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.
is totally real except possibly at 0, and
This shows that every integer may arise as the index of an isolated exceptional point.
Bishop considered the local expansion of order 2 of a submanifold
near an exceptional point pEA/ [7] . He showed that, in an appropriate system of local holomorphic coordinates (z, w) in C 2 near p, we have p==0, TpAf= {w=0}, M == {(z,g(z))}, 
Geometry near the boundary of an analytic disk.
In this section we shall find a normal form for the tangent bundle of a maximal real submanifold M in C 2 along the boundary of an analytic disk F in terms of the index IndpM. A similar result was used by Bedford and Gaveau [5, 6] . We shall identify the functions on b A with the 27T-periodic functions on R and write f(Q) instead of f(e 16 ). /ie 16 is an invertible element of QL ^2 . Since u has no zeroes on b A, we may replace V by vY. We extend j3* to an analytic function on A and definê 
Parametrization of the disks.
In this section we will find a convenient parametrization of all maps FGC^CfcA) 2 that map bA to My for some r close to r°. In Section 5 and 6 we will examine the conditions under which a given map in our parametrized family is the boundary value of an analytic disk. Observe that the map G defined by (4.1) is affine in both variables whence it is smooth in these variables. The map $ is clearly linear in r. Lemma 
is of class C k~l . More generally, if rGC^ (V) 2 and if we replace C^^A) by the space C^^&A),^ is of class C ksl .
To compute Dy.<^ we identify C 2 with R 4 in the standard way. Let X* and V* be the vectors that correspond to iX and iY under this identification, ana denote by Vr= ( 1 ) the real V/y gradient of r represented by the 2x4 matrix of partial derivatives.
By the chain rule we have for each
h = (/^ , h^) E C 172 (b A) 2
D^(r, u,f)h= Vr(G(^./)) . (/^ X* + h^ Y* -h^ X-h^ Y) .
Since the vector fields X and Y are tangent to M o = M along F° (&A), we have This says that the vector ^* ((9^) + bY" (0^) == K^(0o) + bY^^)) lies in T^o(e )Af which is a contradiction since A/ is totally real. Therefore det C is a nonvanishing function in C 1 / 2 (6 A) whence C-1 exists and has components in C 172 (b A). This shows that the f(r,u) ) (4.6)
defined on an open neighborhood B^ x B^ of (r° , 0) in C^n 2 xC^fcA) 2 .
It follows that, for each rEB^ and uEB^, F(r, u) (bA) CM .
We shall compute the partial derivative D^/(r, u) of the map We can use (4.8) to find the partial derivative D^ F of the map F defined by (4.6) at the point r = r° , u == 0:
Since the matrix (^(0), Y(0)) is nondegenerate for every 0, it follows that the derivative D^F(r°,0) is a linear isomorphism of Cy (6 A) 2 onto itself.
If we write a map F* E C^2 (&A) 2 that is close to F° in the form F* == G(u . /), then u and / are small in the C 172 (&A)-norm. Hence, if F*(&A)C^ for some A-e^, the map F*==G(u,f) is a solution of (4.2) that is close to the initial solution 
Proof of Theorem 1.
Assuming that w = Ind^oAf> 1 we shall now analyze the conditions on u under which the map F(r , u) define by (4.6) is an element of (QL 112 ) 2 , i.e., it is the boundary value of an analytic disk. Let f=f(r^u)=(f^ (r,u\f^(r,u) ) and ^=^(r,u) for / == 1 , 2. Denote the A:-th Fourier coefficient of a function / by f(k). Recall that 7(0) =0. The second component of (5.2) equals
The function (5. The map E is clearly linear in F, and for each fixed F it is of class C 5 in ?. Therefore E is of class C 5 whence a is of class / = min {s, k -s -1}.
\k-l1
This value is maximal when s = / == ---. As X runs over a neighborhood of 0 in R 3 , so does t 1 . Thus (6.1) determines a correspondence 0 = 0 (r, t, ^') satisfyinĝ (^^^ (F^Oo^,^) ). (6.2) Suppose now that (r,t) G 2. This means that F(r,t) is an analytic disk with boundary in ^ and hence so is F0-,r)o0(,.,r,r'). dâ re tangent to M at the point a (r,z) for all z £ &A and t E /, and for each fixed ^ E / we have
Since a is an immersion, the determinant on the right hand side is nonvanishing for all z E A whence its winding number is zero. Therefore by Definition 1
Lemma 4 is proved. on W^ H 2^,, where c^ is a constant independent of c. If we choose c>Ci/6K, then the Levi form of 2^. is strictly positive on 2^ H W^,. Therefore 2^, is strictly pseudoconvex outside 2 and Lemma 13 is proved. has boundary in A"*" and it touches the pseudoconvex hypersurfacê + in an interior point. This is a contradiction and therefore /(A)
is contained in A^ . In a similar way we prove that /(A) is contained in A-whence /(A) C 2. It follows that /(A) is a leaf of 2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.
Examples.
Example 1. -Let T 2 = {(e 10 , e iT )\e , rG R} be the standard totally real torus in C 2 . The vector fields X = (ie 10 ,0) and Y = (0 , ie 17 ) parallelize the tangent bundle of T 2 . If Example 2. -Although it is known that the torus is the only compact orientable two-manifold that can be embedded totally real to C 2 , Rudin showed [24] that the (nonorientable) Klein bottle also embeds totally real in C 2 . Here is a slight modification of his example. Choose constants a>b>0 and let <t> : which has no zeroes on R 2 . Hence <^ ^ (R 2 ) = 7^ ^ is a totally real torus in C 2 for each e and k. The map 4>^ ^ is smooth in e, and TQ ^ is the standard torus 6 A x &A. Therefore Ind^ 7^ ^ equals the winding number of the function
In particular, if e = 1 and F°(z) = (z ,0), then
This shows that there exist totally real tori in C 2 with disks of arbitrary integral indices, both positive and negative.
We shall analyse more carefully the analytic disks of the form If 0 < e < 1 , the equation (8.6) has several solutions. We shall only consider those for which B is a single Blaschke factor, The conditions B (0) = -e implies e = ae 10 . For each e E [0, 1) we have a family of solutions of (8. have boundaries in 7^ . A simple calculation shows that the index of 7^ along G(c,e) equals one.
Similarly there exist disks of the form (8.5) with index bigger than one provided that 0 < e < 1 . They correspond to the solutions of (8.6) where the Blaschke product B consists of more than one factor.
A catastrophic change occurs at the point e = 1 . The disks with positive indices that exist for e < 1 disappear and all that is left is the "singular" disk F° of index 0 with boundary in 7\ . For e > 1 there are no disks of the form (8.5) with boundary in r,.
There is a family of analytic disks F,(z) = (^,z 4-e^), z€A,ceR with boundary in 7^ for each e. A simple calculation shows that Indp 7^ =1 and by Theorem 1 this family is stable under small C 2 perturbations of 7^ .
We shall show that for each e > 0 the polynomial hull of 7î s the union of images of all analytic disks with boundaries in it and therefore the hull also changes catastrophically at e = 1 . Denote by M^ the hypersurface M^ = {(e 16 ,w) |0 G Rjw -ee- 16 | < 1}
with boundary 7^ . If e < 1 and G (c,e) is given by (8.9), we denote by A^ the hypersurface N, = {G(c,6)(z)|zGA,cG R} with boundary in Fg . The union M^ U N^ bounds a pseudoconvex domain S2^ when c < 1 . Since M^ and A^ are contained in the polynomial hull 7^ , the same is true of ^. One can see that ^2g is the union images of analytic disks of the form (8.5). r>Â theorem of Docquier and Grauert [13] implies that Sl is holomorphically convex in the Stein manifold A x C and therefore it is polynomially convex. This proves Part (a).
Proof of (b). -As e tends to 1 from below, the domains ĉ onverge to M^ U (A x {0}). By part (a) it suffices to show that no point (z, w)EAxC* lies in the hull of T, . From (8.8) we see Let M^M^ and denote, for each z€6A, by M^ the fiber of M over z : X, = {w G C |(z , w) ^^0 . Since each fiber M^ is a convex disk in {z} x C, it follows that f, CMU(Ax {0}).
It remains to prove that no point (z , 0), z G A, is in the hull of 7^. By Runge's theorem we can find a holomorphic polynomial P(w) arbitrarily close to the function --on the fiber M, C C. w
The polynomial P(zw) is then close to --on the fiber M. for w each z£&A and so the polynomial T, = {(e 16 \e ,0,rGR,0<^< 1}.
The set 7^ is a smooth totally real three-torus in C 3 , and M^ is a smooth four-dimensional submanifold with boundary 7^. We fix a function e and drop e in our notation.
Denote, for each zG6A, by 7^ the fiber of T over z, and similarly for Af^. Considering the projection onto C 2 x {0} and applying Proposition 14 (c) we conclude that the hull T is obtained by taking the polynomially convex hull of each fiber 7^,zE6A. Parts For example, if we choose K to be a Cantor set, then the hull of the torus 7\ is the smooth manifold with boundary M^ together with a Cantor set of disjoint disks.
Example 5.
-In this example we show that our results in dimension n = 2 do not have straightforward generalizations for n>3.
